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Always Tinkering 
 

Sounds of crackling sparks, buzzing tools, clanking heavy machinery, and whining of 

electric vehicles coupled with their warning sirens echo throughout the Hammer’s 

Starfighter maintenance bays. The electrical smells of burning metal and oil fills the 

air though the ventilators work hard to keep the air clean, it can never fully remove 

the scent. 

 

“And would I be correct in assuming that the SubLight Acceleration Motor is for a 

certain you-know-who of Alpha Flight Two?” the Hammer’s Twi’lek Requisition Officer 

Kyla enquired, standing next to a hover cart transporting crates of equipment. 

 

Mechanic Mirax Brice, standing next to her own empty hover cart gives a heavy sigh 

and responds “Yes, he’s at it again”. Looking over her shoulder towards the nearby 

bay containing a Spectre Advanced Missile Boat. With Mechanic Vynn Ordos 

working on one of the vessels removed engines. Whilst laying in the empty engines 

space only a pair of feet can be seen sticking out. “He’s always down here, trying to 

get just a little more out his ‘toys’, always tinkering” Mirax look’s back to the 

Requisition Officer and smiles, her face covered in grease marks “Keeps him happy 

when he’s away from his family I suppose”. Kyla smiles back at the mechanic with 

her clean desk clerk face “We all do what we have to. Well you’re all set then I even 

included…” Before she could finish the sentence a loud crack and bright flash 

emanated from empty engine space with the pair of feet grabbing both of their 

attentions. There was a but a moments pause between them, followed by a string of 

exclamations from missile boats interior “MUTHA-DANK-FARRIK-KARABAST-MOOF-

MILKER-BASTARD” as the feet began to slide out. Mirax, without moving her gaze 

towards the vessel asks “I don’t suppose you included…” Kyla cuts her off with “…A 

spare ion burst capacitor. As I was about to say, there’s a case in the crate with the 

SLAM”. Mirax again smiles to Kyla “thanks, I think we might be needing them”. Kyla 

smiles and nods then heads out of the bay. 

 

Mechanic Vynn approaches the rear of the Missile Boat peering into the empty 

engine space asking “You alright Lieutenant Commander?” An average stocky man 

emerges from the interior space, not wearing a mechanics coverall but instead a 

black pilot’s flight coverall, just without the armour plating. Sucking on the end of a 

finger with a self-annoyed expression, and holding in his other hand a cylindrical 

engine component the size of a fist, Lt.Cmd Hopfot replies “Yeah I’m alright, but I just 

blew this damn Ion Cap”. 

 

“Not to worry sir, Kyla kindly added some spares with your used SLAM order. I think 

she knew you were down here”. Mirax walked up, pushing the hover cart of supplies. 
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“Ah, excellent, thanks Mirax. Vynn give me hand here” Hopfot and Vynn move one 

of the larger crates off the cart and onto the floor next to a work bench. Hopfot then 

opens the crate, removes a smaller open crate of the Ion Burst Capacitors, setting it 

aside, and then the two lift out what looks almost like a smaller engine or some form 

of a bulky forced injection fuel pump. Excitedly Hopfot and Vynn look over the part, 

inspecting every visible inch they can. With excited glee shining his torch into the 

component Hopfot exclaims “Ah sweet, the rotors intact, and the injectors in almost 

perfect condition”. “We could just about actually replace the current SLAM with this 

one and…..” Vynn pauses, looks at the pilot with a grin, Hopfot looks back at the 

mechanic with a gleeful smirk, Mirax, just standing back looking worriedly at the two 

overly excited men “You two can’t be serious. Instead of cannibalising this spare 

used SLAM. You want to use it to replace the current one, then cannibalise the 

current one for the spare?” 

 

The two joyful men look back at Mirax with big grinning teeth, simultaneous respond 

“yep”. 

 

Hopfot gestures to the SLAM engine on the bench “Have you had a good look at 

this, this thing has barely seen any action. It’s almost like it barely made it off the line 

before its mothership was scrapped. Heck, with that box of new Ion Caps, I could 

definitely crink it for all the juice we want. This practically new SLAM, could turn that 

Missile Boat into a smear on any radar screen when activated.” 

 

Just as Hopfot finished explaining the voice of his Squad Commander, Lieutenant 

Colonel Alejandro, caught his attention, approaching from behind Mirax.  

“Lieutenant Commander. Why is it every time we get some downtime, I always find 

you down here in maintenance working on your Boat?” Alejandro asked, walking up 

next to the mechanic. “What has he broken this time Mirax?” 

“Just an Ion Cap sir?” She responds.  

“You know its downtime, at the very least if you have to, you can work on your 

personal Z-95 in auxiliary hanger, and stop bothering the Alpha Squad Mechanics.” 

Alejandro says to Hopfot, with a smile. 

“He’s no trouble sir, he’s actually making some good improvements on his ship, his 

idea too.” Vynn now responds still inspecting the component. 

Hopfot looks at his commanding officer with a smile “You know me sir” he turns back 

to the workbench “Always Tinkering”. 


